
SES CALAS Luxury hilltop estate  •  Constructed 1,100m2  •  Plot 25,000m2



You may have already spotted the house from a distance as it 
takes the prize position on sitting top of a hill just outside Santa 
Eulalia and you will be immediately seduced by the magic of Ses 

Calas as you enter the gates.    

This is a place of sanctuary. Take your private footpath up the 
mountain to a yoga deck or a hammock amongst your favourite 
trees but the spirit of the estate will come to life when the music 

starts and the sun sets. It encompasses life in Ibiza, to be enjoyed 
with people you love in a setting that will literally elevate you and 

give you a new view on life. 

No two visits to Ses Calas need be the same for those who come  
to visit you.



Outstanding outdoor space with sea & countryside views







Multiple terraces surround the house, each with a unique view





Bespoke kitchen with original European solid oak table









The house revolves around a courtyard with ancient sundial and fountain to represent the spirit of the house



Large master bedroom with standing bath and walk in wardrobe













18m rust green swimming pool with bench to enjoy expansive views



The swimming pool area is nothing short of sublime





Santa Eularia

View the floorplans

KEY PROPERTY INFORMATION

Villa Diego
Bedrooms: 5

Guest house Frida
Bedrooms: 4

Built: 1,100m2

Plot: 25,000m2



As you enter the Corten steel gates the 
drive will lead you past the guest house, 
Frida, named after artist Frida Kahlo. It has 
a Mexican Hacienda style which creates a 
perfect hideout or retreat for your large family 
or visiting guests.   

The large main house, Diego, named after 
Frida’s husband Diego Rivera sits proud upon 
the hillside and is beautifully integrated into 
the surrounding nature with olive, pine and 
palm trees. Due to the South-west orientation 
and floor to ceiling glass windows, light pours 
into the living rooms throughout the day.     

Every part of the property was built 
with intention - whether that be where 
the materials were sourced from or the 
dimensions being guided by sacred geometry, 
the level of care for the island and this home 
which sits on it, is felt as you enter.  

Do not just take our word for it, get in touch 
to experience Ses Calas with all of your 
senses - perhaps it is the sixth sense this villa 
tickles most because the true magic feels 
unspeakable.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION














